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Perspectives WRITERS’ GUIDELINES

Thank you for your interest in contributing to Perspectives.
Following are guidelines we ask our contributors to follow.
They simplify our jobs as editors and yours as writers and
help us produce a quality publication while enabling us to get
Perspectives out on time.
• Write for your audience. Perspectives is prepared by

and for AKC Delegates who represent a wide variety of
member clubs through the country. Our readers are very
knowledgeable dog people.

• Be certain that any facts in your article are accurate.
Double-check them. Clearly state when a statement is your
own opinion.

• Whenever possible and appropriate, try to include
input/quotes from others who are experts on your
topic. Always attribute any quote to its original source.

• Articles should be submitted typewritten or elec-
tronically, via e-mail. Solicited articles should be sent to
the committee member who requested the article. Unso-
licited articles should be submitted to the Issue Coordinator
for the upcoming issue OR the Editor.

• We suggest articles be approximately 500 to 1500
words in length.

• Do not rely solely on spelling and grammar check, as they
do not proof word usage. After preparing your article,
read it once more before submitting it. Use a diction-
ary to check word meaning and spelling.

• Send in your article electronically, as early as possible.
Submissions will be due by the 15th of the month follow-
ing each Delegates Meeting. If your article arrives after
the issue deadline, it may not be used in the current issue
and may be returned to you or held until the next issue.

• A submission to Perspectives may not be reproduced in
other publications without the written permission of
the author and the Perspectives Editor.

• Any product in the name of a committee must be ap-
proved for release by the committee prior to publication
in Perspectives.

Again — thank you for your interest. Without you, there
would not be a Perspectives.

EDITORIAL BOARD

Perspectives is a publication for, and written by, the Delegates,
with an occasional article solicited by Editorial Board members
ONLY from acknowledged experts in their field. It is a forum for

the exchange of ideas, for argument, for news. Through this medium, we hope to become better informed and, thereby,
better equipped to fulfill our responsibilities as Delegates. Your contributions are welcome, and necessary, in making
this publication a useful enterprise. Please assist the Editorial Board by submitting material via e-mail. We reserve
the right to reasonably edit all copy submitted. Opinions expressed in Perspectives are not necessarily representative
of the views of the Editor, the Perspectives Editorial Board, or of the American Kennel Club.

Sylvia Arrowwood, Charleston Kennel Club

Marge Calltharp, Chinese Shar-Pei Club of America, Inc.

Gini Denninger, Genessee Valley Kennel Club, Inc. 

Steven Hamblin, Pekingese Club of America

Don James, Leonberger Club of America

Dr. Geno Sisneros, American Pomeranian Club, Inc.

Daniel J. Smyth, Esq. (Chair), Burlington County Kennel Club, Inc.

Monica Henderson Stoner, Saluki Club of America

Sylvia Thomas (Secretary/Asst. Editor), Kennel Club of Riverside

Sherry E. Wallis, (Editor), Akita Club of America

Lynn Worth-Smith, Vizsla Club of America, Inc.

Perspectives
The Delegates’ Newsletter

The coordinator for the March 2018 issue will be Steven Hamblin,

dancinglionpekingese@gmail.com. The deadline to submit articles is January 15, 2018 

with a copy to Sylvia.Thomas@rccd.edu

mailto:dancinglionpekingese@gmail.com
mailto:Sylvia.Thomas@rrcd.edu


Has it only been three
months since we

were last together?
Notwithstanding the
heartbreak, devastation,
and tragedy that have oc-
curred, we are a resilient
group, and despite our oc-
casional differences, in
the hardest of times, we

rise up stronger, bonded and supportive of one an-
other and the larger community. As the holidays
approach, I have such hope for the future and so
much to be thankful for, including the fabulous
Perspectives Committee members. 
Dan Smyth kicks off the issue with an insider’s

view of the work of the Perspectives Committee, a
dedicated group that works tirelessly to bring the
Delegate Body a publication we can all take pride
in. We invite you to be involved by contributing to
the content.
Speaking of the future, Ellen Hardin, Martha

Beckington, Eduardo Fujiwara, and I all write
about ways to locate, attract, and support the fu-
ture of our sport. Ellen has an idea for a scholar-
ship modeled after an idea from the Bass
Fisherman’s Association. Eduardo has an out of
the box way to reach out to youngsters, using toys.
Martha reminds us that AKC has a growing num-
ber of events and sports that anyone and everyone
can enjoy, and I provide a primer on hosting a fun-
filled Pee Wee event.
Extinction isn’t just about dinosaurs and the

Dodo Bird. Carmen Battaglia focuses our attention
on the rising number of breeds classified as low-

entry in Conformation events, and the disturbing
implications if the trend continues. 
Sylvia Arrowwood brings us news from the

AKC’s Government Relations’ South East Legisla-
tive Conference with strategies and experiences to
protect our sport, the dog fancy, and all dogs.
This month, you’ll meet one of our newest Dele-

gates, Diane Ramsey. She epitomizes energy, diver-
sity of interests, accomplishments, and the
promise of future goals. Monica Stoner delivers a
message about the value of a well-balanced dog.
She suggests being more open to different activi-
ties with our dogs. Monica also treats us to some
cheer by asking Delegates about their holiday
“dog” traditions.
Kathy Gregory reports on her experience volun-

teering at the first Eukanuba Performance Games
held this past September. Betty Winthers relates
the story of a strong Obedience Club that enjoyed
success, fell on hard times, and managed to come
back stronger than ever.
The age old questions, “Is winning everything?”

“Is winning the only thing?” Or, is it really “How
you play the game?” Bruce Voran muses over how
these questions apply to our sport. Don James tells
us the road to building a formal Club archive can
be filled with unexpected twists and turns.
Gini Denninger continues our Meet the AKC

Staff column with an in depth interview with Tim
Thomas, including insight into Tim's life in and out
of the office.
Finally, we say good-bye to those who have left

us this past year. We acknowledge their accom-
plishments and appreciate their service.

THE WAY I SEE IT
SYLVIA THOMAS, Assistant Editor/Secretary
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Perspectives NeedsYou!
Consider writing or co-authoring an article. 

Contact Sylvia Thomas, Sylvia.omas@rccd.edu for information or assistance.

mailto:Sylvia.Thomas@rrcd.edu


Iwant to toot this com-
mittee’s horn a bit and

tell you what goes on
within the Perspectives Ed-
itorial Committee. I have
been at every meeting for
20 years and have been in
leadership roles for about
75% of the time. I have
seen this Committee grow

by leaps and bounds, and observed the profession-
alism of the publication expand into what it is
today.
What started out as a newsletter of editorial com-

ments has expanded into a wealth of knowledge
and informational pieces enjoyed by most Dele-
gates. I know we all regret no longer having it
mailed to us, but economic times have changed
and it is now an online publication. You can still
make it into something to read on the plane or at
other sit-down times, but it takes printing. The co-
nundrum comes with most of us having small
printers at home, requiring large amounts of ink,
which is not cheap. I would recommend that if you
want to print Perspectives, you do so in black and
white and thus save your color cartridges. You can
always look at the color pictures on line.
Our meetings are intense discussion periods, as

we bat around prospective articles and names of
Delegates with particular knowledge of a current
issue. Then comes coordination of the issue, and
problems that arose since the last edition. We do
have standards and rules for republication of arti-
cles and the inclusion of articles previously pub-
lished elsewhere. One thing you need to know is
this is going on while most Delegates are enjoying
a lunch break between the morning and afternoon
committee sessions.
We have a very diverse organization of Chair, Ed-

itor, Assistants to each, Coordinators and Proof
Readers. Ours is a working committee which car-
ries a brown bag for lunch and meets between the
other committee meetings.

Perspectives has an article submission require-
ment of all members of the committee and very
tight deadlines. The work does not stop at the con-

clusion of the meeting, but intensifies as each
member tries to identify a prospective author of a
future article, followed by gentle persuasion and
assistance with writing as needed. Once an article
is received, the editing process begins. This is not
an easy task, and editing can be a challenge when
reviewing well-intended articles that need a lot of
tender loving care.
We all participate in some way on a rotating basis

to coordinate the collection of articles and to help
edit them into comfortable reading. 
Once articles are collected and submitted, the

Editor prepares the final draft of the publication
complete with layout, photos, pull quotes and col-
umn headers. All of this is sent to AKC’s Russell
Bianca who prepares Perspectives for publication.
Russell generates a proof which is reviewed by the
Editor. For any one issue, a series of proofs is sent
back and forth between Editor and Russell. Not an
easy task, with seven or eight proofs being devel-
oped, reviewed, and corrections made until satis-
faction is achieved and the final version of the
publication is approved for uploading to the Dele-
gates’ Portal.
You receive Perspectives in your call notice, and

all you need to do at that time is print it out or
download it to your computer or iPad. Then comes
your part, reading it. The only reward the Commit-
tee members receive is the knowledge that you
have read all or part of the publication and hope-
fully found something of value or interest. Tell
them what you liked or didn’t like, because believe
me, we will discuss it at our meeting.
I often ask people did you read Perspectives or

my article? Usually I get a response of “Not yet” or
“I haven’t gotten around to it.” Sure, not all articles
are to everyone’s liking, but we need you to tell us
what we can do to improve your publication and
improve our readership. What can we do to im-
prove your interest in reading the result of this
committee’s dedicated efforts? I guarantee you,
there is something to learn in each edition, so take
the time and look through it. Surely, as a Delegate
you are interested in different positions on an
issue. You may find some direction in reading the
articles and opinions, and if not, at least a basis on
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SPEAKING FOR MYSELF
DANIEL J. SMYTH, Esquire, Delegate, Burlington County Kennel Club

Chair, Perspectives Editorial Committee
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SMYTH, cont’d

which you can begin to develop or expand your in-
dividual thought on the topic. If that happens,
would you please share your thoughts with our
Committee? 
You do not have to be a writer an author or a

story teller. Just let us know you need help, we
have ghostwriters who will help you get your

thoughts down effectively.
The Delegate Body needs to hear your opinions

and to share your knowledge. This is a community
effort within the Delegate Body, and we hope you
will join our effort and let us and your fellow Dele-
gates know what is on your mind. We will save
space for you in the next issue!

Author’s Note
Over the past several months analysis at the breed

level has been done to better understand why the number
of low-entry breeds at Conformation shows has in-
creased. This increase is impacting litter and dog reg-
istrations as well as entries at our shows This trend
should be a “wake up” call to all purebred dog lovers and
specifically Parent Clubs. This article is the first sharing
insight into low-entry trends and the implications. Spe-
cial thanks to the American Kennel Club for its assis-
tance with the data analysis. Contact me directly for
specific information on the trends in a specific breed.

Introduction

Since 1992 we have experienced a continuous de-
cline in the number of litters registered with the

American Kennel Club. Over the past two years
there has been a small upturn in litters registered,
but the mix among breeds is uneven and not all
breeds are benefiting from the renewed interest in
some purebred dog breeds. Despite this improved
interest, we continue to experience a slow and
steady increase in number of “low-entry breeds” in
Conformation, which today has reached 90 breeds
or 47% of the stud book. 
This article shares facts regarding the on-going

trends both with the Conformation sport and our
188 breeds and acquaints the reader with the chal-
lenges many breeds will face if nothing is done. 

Changes in the Sport
For more than 100 years dog shows have been a

popular sport in America. What was for many just a
pastime and hobby became a profession and a busi-
ness. As the sport evolved and matured it became in-
creasingly difficult for the novice to compete and

win against the professional handler, the seasoned
breeder, or the experienced exhibitor. These condi-
tions, in part, explain the current popularity of the
Owner-Handled program. 
In the early years of the dog sport, AKC events

continued to grow along with the number of dog
clubs, breeders, and exhibitors. However, over the
years our society slowly changed, along with the
popularity of breeding and showing dogs. In time,
the sport began to shift, and the public became more
careful with their use of time and discretionary dol-
lars. As the cost of a good dog, lodging, transporta-
tion, and food increased and the chances of success
for the novice decreased, many became over-
whelmed and disillusioned, and they quit. AKC
records show the average exhibitor drops out after
only five shows. The number of unique dogs in com-
petition has dropped every year for the past five
years (by a total of 18,000 unique dogs). The impact
of this is fewer breeders and exhibitors. When these
factors are taken together with the other socio-eco-
nomic conditions found in a changing society the fol-
lowing can be noted:

1) There is more competition than ever for leisure
time and dollars; breeding and exhibiting dogs
is an expensive 24/7 hobby.

2) There is an increase in shelter and rescue
adoptions among families, making breeders re-
luctant to breed litters of pups they may not be
able to place in “forever” homes.

3) Restrictive zoning regulations continue to
threaten ownership and the ability to breed
dogs in an urban environment.

As all of this comes together to threaten all of our
breeds, but the less popular breeds are being im-

WILL YOUR BREED BE EXTINCT IN THE SHOW RING?
DR. CARMEN BATTAGLIA, Delegate, German Shepherd Dog Club Of America
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BATTAGLIA, cont’d

pacted the most. Without in-
tervention, many breeds will
face extinction in the show
ring and ultimately as pets in
the United States. 
Many factors drive and in-

fluence the Conformation
sport and entries at shows. Two factors that impact
all breeds and their future in the AKC sport are: 

1) The Conversion Rate. This is the number of
dogs from registered litters that are individu-
ally registered. There are now 87 breeds that
register less than 50% of the pups in their lit-
ters. For these breeds half of the puppies are
lost to the stud book, reducing gene pool size
and genetic diversity not to mention excluding
their possible participation in AKC events.

2) Status as a Low Entry (LE) breed. This list has
steadily grown to 90 breeds, or 47% of the stud
book. Low-Entry breed status occurs when
Conformation entries in a breed fall below
3,500 entries in the previous year’s events. Data
show 83 of the 90 Low Entry breeds (80%) have
entries of less than 1,000 dogs per year, well
below the threshold for Low Entry status. To
further highlight the seriousness of becoming
a low entry breed, twelve LE breeds did not
have a National Specialty Show and 5 had a Na-
tional with 18 or fewer entries. There are over
1500 all-breed shows in a year and 83 breeds
are rarely represented in the show ring.

Consequences for Doing Nothing
The unintended consequences to breeds slowly

melting away, are often not considered. 
Our review included gathering input from knowl-

edgeable professionals outside the AKC. For this in-
dependent review we went to Dr. Jerold Bell, noted
population geneticist and a prior speaker at a Dele-
gate Forum. Dr. Bell offered the following about de-
clining size of a breed’s gene pool: The “goal of all
breeds is to grow and maintain a large, diverse and
healthy population.” Evidence from registration fig-
ures and valid breed health surveys shows that the
size of a population does not determine whether the
breed will suffer from higher frequencies of genetic
disease. There are many large population breeds

with high frequency genetic
disorders, and many small pop-
ulation breeds that show excel-
lent health. That said, in a
small population breed, individ-
ual mating choices and individ-
ual litters have a greater effect

on the breed frequency of disease-liability genes be-
cause they represent a larger percentage of the total
gene pool. 
The trend toward declining entries at Conforma-

tion shows can be linked to declining litter and dog
registrations. Recent data about 60 breeds show that
it is detrimental to a breed to lose size and diversity.
In some breeds frozen semen has been used as a
hedge against the loss of diverse lines, but popula-
tion contraction is a serious detriment to a breed’s
genetic diversity if frozen semen is only used by a
few breeders. 
Breeders who limit the use of good breeding stock

directly affect their breed in many ways. Bell says
that the lack of selection for genetic health in either
large or small population breeds allows for the prop-
agation of genetic disorders. He goes on to say that
breed genetic health depends on selection against
disease liability genes regardless of the size of the
population. The fear of producing poor quality dogs
causes some breeders to restrict their breedings
which can possibly cause more genetic disease. This
thinking produces another problem. If fewer or no
breedings are going on, the breed will certainly be-
come extinct.
For 60 breeds with small populations there are

added issues because each mating has a greater in-
fluence on the entire gene pool. If a breed has a par-
ticular hereditary disorder its breeders should make
selections that minimize or lower the risk of produc-
ing disorders. This means that breed clubs need
more informed breeders. Breeder education semi-
nars are one of the best ways to upgrade breeder
knowledge about managing the carriers, formula
breeding and selection methods. 
Two factors have been documented to show how

they influence the future of our breeds and how
they are directly impacting 60 breeds that could be-
come extinct in the show ring. These breeds were
identified based on the small number of registered

Without intervention, many
breeds will face extinction in the
show ring and ultimately as pets

in the United States.
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BATTAGLIA, cont’d

litters and their status as Low Entry breed. The
other contributing factor not addressed is the use of
Limited Registrations and its potential impact on ge-
netic diversity…especially for breeds with a small
population. 
Often breeders say “my breed isn’t for everybody”

and we would add “they aren’t for nobody either.”
Sometimes in protecting our breed we don’t have a
complete understanding of the long-term implica-
tions. For example, 60 breeds (30% of the stud
book) are in danger of extinction. In fact, 9 of the 60
breeds do not have a National Specialty, 12 have
less than 10 litters a year and 47 have less than 10
dogs being bred each year. None of these breeds
would likely be given regular status if they re-
quested recognition today. 
The data are startling! The solution requires

Breeders and their Parent Clubs to take a long-
term view of the future of their breed. Each Parent
Club is urged to take an in depth look at its breed,
the trend of past years, and develop strategies on
how both to educate breeders and to encourage re-
sponsible growth in its breed. In doing so, a Parent
Club will have taken the first step toward improving
breed size, gene pool diversity, and breeder educa-
tion. Just as importantly, Parent Clubs will avoid
the possibility of their breed becoming “extinct” in

the conformation ring. 
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NY.10060 
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The South East Legislative Conference was held
on Sunday, September 24, 2017, at the Atlanta

Airport Hilton. Several Delegates were in atten-
dance including: Nancy Fisk, Hockamock Kennel
Club, Inc., Jan Ritchie Gladstone, Richmond Dog
Fanciers Club, Inc., Bud Hidlay, Kennesaw Kennel
Club, Mike Houchard, Conyers Kennel Club of
Georgia, Gail LaBerge, Atlanta Obedience Club,
Inc., Susan Sholar, Black Russian Terrier Club of
America, Ann Wallin, Atlanta Kennel Club, Inc., and
me, Sylvia Arrowwood, Charleston Kennel Club.
Two of the Delegate attendees were also conference
speakers. Gail LaBerge spoke about “Building Your
Federation and Strategic Coalitions” and Mike
Houchard presented “All Politics is Local, How to
Start in Your Backyard.”

AKC Government Relations Staff were all in atten-
dance, Shelia Goff, Patty Van Sicklen, Emily
Holmes, and Nathan Makla. Both Emily and Nathan
are new staff in Government Relations and were in-
troduced to attendees. These folks in our Govern-
ment Relations Department are all top-shelf
individuals and knocked themselves out to put on a
great Legislative Conference. There was a lot of
subject material and it was presented well and
within the time slots allotted.
These Legislative Conferences provide informa-

tion from Government Relations and are interactive
as attendees add to the presentations by sharing
their experiences and being candid about what
worked best in their efforts and how and where best
to focus attention. The guest speakers included a va-

SOUTH EAST LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE, ATLANTA, GA
SYLVIA ARROWWOOD, Delegate, Charleston Carolina Kennel Club
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ARROWWOOD, cont’d

riety of perspectives which included a state legislator
who was an avid hunter (Vizslas). This event was the
first of its kind for me and the information was well
presented and very informative. Having attended the
Legislative Caucus sessions
held at the Delegates’ Meetings
in Newark and Orlando, I was
familiar with some of the infor-
mation, but now have a much
clearer understanding and fo-
cused direction on how to help
pass dog-friendly legislation as
well as ways to hamper anti-dog
bills. My interest and inclination has definitely been
rejuvenated tenfold in helping fight anti-dog and all
anti-animal legislation in my area because of the
“brotherhood” found as a result of attending this At-
lanta Legislative Conference.
Also discussed was the topic of finding available

resources on legislative trends and proposals. There
are many things we and our clubs can do to protect
our dogs and our rights. Community outreach and
public policy participation and engagement are key
factors which we and all of our clubs can and should
partake in to help protect the future of AKC pure
breeds as well as on behalf of all animals.
Dogs and dog people are not the only target of the

Animal Rights Movement. Many other animal
species are up against the same or similar problems.
Thanks to Nancy Fisk, many of our fellow Delegates
learned first-hand about the carriage horse situation
in New York City through actual tours of the stables

and an opportunity to meet the horses and talk one-
on-one with the people involved. Ringling Brothers
circus is gone and today only an institution of the
past. Just ten years ago, who would have thought

one of our American traditions
could be wiped out? So, Dog
People, don’t feel like the Lone
Ranger. The more we at AKC
and Dogdom know about
other animal species’ prob-
lems, the better. 
If an opportunity to attend

one of the AKC Legislative
Conferences becomes available in your area, try to
attend and participate. The more we and our clubs
are informed and are made aware of what is going
on in the legislative arena, the better for all of us and
our animals. 
Attending this conference also reminded me of the

adage, “It takes a village.” It is going to take a lot of
effort to combat the Animal Rights Movement but it
can and will be done through the efforts of all of us.
Don’t just count on your fellow dog people. Hope-
fully each of us, can do something to ensure the fu-
ture for the continuation of the basic right to breed,
own and house all animals.
Again, if an opportunity presents itself for you or

one of your club members to attend a Legislative
Conference, please do so. We can all use knowledge
on ways to keep up to date on proposed anti-animal
legislation in our home states as well as how best to
combat its passage. 

Hopefully each of us can do
something to ensure the future

for the continuation of the
basic right to breed, own and

house all animals.
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In the summer of 2016, I met a young man, age 14,
who offered to help me with landscape work

around my house. He is an avid bass fisherman who
said he had a plan to fund his college education
through scholarships available from the National
Bass Fishing Trial. 
Lights went off! We in the dog world could do

the same thing. 

Delegates discuss frequently the “graying” or
“aging” in the sport of dogs; yet few solutions have
been offered. The professional Bass Fishing Asso-
ciation shared a similar dilemma. They too had an
aging population and needed to encourage the par-
ticipation of the next generation. This group de-
vised a plan to encourage young people to make a
long-term commitment to their sport. 

PROPOSAL FOR AKC JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS
ELLEN HARDIN, Delegate, Golden Retrever Club Of America
Delegate Advocacy and Advancement Committee, Member
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HARDIN, cont’d

My introduction to the Bass Fishing model came
via my 14-year old helper (now a wiser 15). He quali-
fied this spring in a regional competition and went
on to fish in the national competition in late June in
Alabama. First prize in the national competition was
$30,000.00 in college scholarships. The Bass group
devised a 5-year plan. During the first year of the na-
tional competition, 13 boats (26 young fishermen)
competed for the college scholarship money. In
2017, 343 boats (686 high school fishermen) com-
peted; a significant increase in participation for the
scholarship money. 
The winner of the first year’s bass scholarship com-

petition (5 years ago), completed his 4-year college
degree and fished professionally in 2017; his first year
as a pro. He won the premier bass fishing competition
this year. Quite an accomplishment and return on the
investment of the Bass Fishing organization.
The requirements of Bass Fishing competitions

closely parallel the dog show world. For bass com-
petitors, boats are launched in waves beginning at
5:30 am and must return at a set time. Anglers then,
wait in line for their catch to be weighed and re-
leased. Participants go to dinner, and are back to
their motel about 8:30 pm to prepare equipment for
the next day’s competition. The regimen requires
practice, training and pre-competition fishing time
at the location of the event. The entry fees are
higher than dog show entries. 
This model used successfully by the Bass Fishing

organization could be utilized by AKC to organize a
Premier Junior Showmanship Scholarship Award
program. There are fifteen AKC point schedule divi-
sions. One outstanding Junior could be nominated
from each division. Each of the fifteen division win-
ners would compete at the “Premier” event held in
Orlando in December. A panel of judges (perhaps
three people) would select the winner of the schol-
arship based on criteria including handling skill, an
essay detailing community service, academic stand-
ing, and commitment to the dog community. A letter
of recommendation from a teacher, mentor, or other
reference would also be considered. The winner
would receive a significant and meaningful financial
contribution to their education. 
In 2016, AKC awarded scholarships to 22 juniors

with amounts ranging from $500 - $2000. Frankly, a
$500 scholarship would barely cover book fees.
Even $2,000 is a drop in the bucket. Since AKC al-
ready awards $20,000 to $25,000 in scholarships to
Juniors, this proposal simply makes it a single, sub-
stantial prize in place of numerous smaller amounts. 
I suggest AKC follow the model of the Bass Fish-

ing organization and try this program for five years.
Award a single, large scholarship and see how it
might encourage young people to continue in our
sport. This plan worked well for the bass fishing
folks. With the proper promotion and AKC enthusi-
asm behind it, I see no reason why it wouldn’t work
for the dog show world as well. 

Iwant to start with a little description of my
background so that you can understand why I

am writing this article. I have worked in Market-
ing for a few decades, including a few years of
marketing research. I also worked for almost sev-
enteen years with high performance athletes who
ranged from 10 to 18 years of age, and young
adults. In the past four years, I worked as a tech-
nical director for a private school’s swimming
program consisting of children Pre-K to 12 years

of age.
My experience has versed me in marketing

and business concepts, as well as in youngsters
and teenagers’ behavior and development. Our
ultimate goal is to increase the number of partic-
ipants in our sport, but there will never be a
massive increase unless we change the public’s
perception about the AKC, our sport, purebreds,
and breeders.
Thanks to HSUS & CO’s efforts, the generalFu
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HOW TO LOCATE AND HOOK THE POTENTIAL 
DEMOGRAPHICS OF OUR SPORT?
EDUARDO FUJIWARA, Delegate, Fort Lauderdale Dog Club
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elitist, evil organization that promotes massive
breeding, exploits and mistreats dogs. The pub-
lic is told dog shows are abusive and inhumane
to dogs; a futile, snobbish, pageantry parade in
which breeders abuse their dogs and overpopu-
late the shelters. I don’t need to go into detail
because we all know their agenda and how far
they are from the truth.
We need to change the public’s perception.

This can be done by educating them about the
AKC, dog sports, and breeders. The problem is
how can we do that? One single approach is not
the answer. We need to use a different ap-
proach for each segment of the population.
The adult population is a hard one to change

because they are already over exposed to the
rescue agenda. The effective propaganda of the
rescue groups is ingrained and it is set in their
brains. It will take lots of time and work to
change it. We’ve already
started and that is a
great step.
Pre-Teens (10 to 12)

Teenagers are an even
harder segment. They
are extremely driven by
the sense of belonging
and fitting into the status
quo, which conflicts, in many levels, with our
Sport. Take in to consideration that to fit in, and
belong to the status quo in that population,
everybody wants to be the “Cool Kids.”  They
will follow trends and are very resisitant to gong
out of the parameters of ‘coolness.’
Hollywood stars and celebrities are big sup-

porters of rescue, which makes people with pure
breeds not so cool. Add to the fact that lots of
Juniors can over dress. That is the big trap! Jun-
ior Showmanship could be confused with a pag-
eant contestant in the eyes of this population.
Do you have an idea what the image of a pag-
eant competition is for this population? It is less
than cool.
This is not my opinion. I am paraphrasing

some comments that I’ve heard from kids. When
I spoke to the girls once about the Juniors’

events, some of them commented: “I don’t want
to dress like my grandma!” or “It's lame!” and
“Why do they call it a sport? It looks like a pag-
eant competition.” I am not comfortable includ-
ing some comments from the boys because of
the language that was used. We may have to re-
think dress code for Juniors if we want to en-
gage this group. The Performance Sports may
be just perfect for these kids.
By now you are probably thinking the remain-

ing population is under 10 years of age and may
be too young to be effectively approached with
our message. Correct?

WRONG!!!!

Younger children represent a huge potential
target audience for AKC because they don’t care
much about the rescues. Most of them are even
too young to grasp the whole concept, but they

are very curious and they like to
learn about animals!!!
What is the most desired item

in this age bracket??? TOYS!!!
Toys evolve with age, which al-
lows us to use a different ap-
proach to capture and nurture
this group’s attention, as they
are growing.

In the past AKC had a line of toys that con-
sisted of a few breeds available at FAO Schwarz
stores. At that time the toy market had not expe-
rienced the phenomenon that occurred in the
last few decades. As an entry level toy, it had
several disadvantages. It was pricey, a medium
to big size, and only a few breeds were avail-
able. It was destined to have a short life. In the
last decade mini collectable toys became a
trend, and because of the price, size, and vari-
ety, they naturally became a fad. Many varia-
tions appeared and flourished.
My suggestion is that AKC could go into a

partnership with a toy company. They could
work together to create a line of collectable
dogs of the AKC recognized breeds.
Many of the toys of this genre come with de-

scriptions such as breed name, country of ori-

Younger children represent
a huge potential target
audience for AKC…
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was bred for, and a very simplified and succinct
Standard of the breed. When the children are
playing and reading about these toys, they are
learning the breed. Can you picture the kids
pointing and naming breeds in the streets,
parks, malls??? Also, just by chance I can hear
the child say, “Dad can we go see the dogs at
the dog show instead of the zoo this week-
end?!?!”
These toys would come with registration pa-

pers, and the kids can go online and register
their dog and learn even more about the breed.
Can you see the whole picture now…??

But we don’t stop there…
The next step is coloring books, followed by

videogames maybe…not concentrated in Confor-
mations, but in Performance Sports… so they
can play with the dogs in games where the goal
is to use the specific characteristics of each
breed. They are learning why these breeds
exist, why they were important, and they de-
serve preservation. .But we don’t stop there ei-
ther! Now is the time to bring in the stuffed
animals! You probably are asking me why we
would do that. If these were not a big success in

the past why do it now??? The only reason to do
this is it takes a big step to the ultimate goal…
what would be the next natural step???

Can you see the point now?!?!?!
Because of all the evolving toy lines, the kids

would have grasped the concept that each breed
has a function, and that they have activities that
they can do with their dogs, if they have that
specific breed they like.
Better than selling puppies, you'll be selling a

life style. You are preparing these young minds
to understand all the events AKC has to offer,
and some of them will grow to become part of
our Sport. If you cannot have a real dog, then
you can get a stuffed animal. We all know kids
and they will always prefer the real deal!!!
These toys can teach about each breed, and

how to register the dogs so they can learn more
on the website. They can learn even more with
the coloring/activities books and video games.
By learning about the AKC events, maybe they
will decide to give our Dog Sport a try…and I
am sure they will ask the parents to register
their puppy.

So what do you think? Should we try???

ThankYou
To the December 2017 Perspectives Coordinator,

Gini Denninger, and our contributing writers

and Committee co-authors.

Your hard work made this issue possible. 

Please let them know you appreciate their efforts!
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In recent issues, you’ve read about the success of
the Pee Wee Event. I’m here to underscore the

exclamation points and unbridled joy that a Pee
Wee Event generates. Perhaps you’ve found your-
self interested, but left not knowing how to begin

or where to start. I was there too, but have the
great fortune of knowing Johnny Shoemaker, aka,
Pee Wee Event “Guru” and Pee Wee Mentor Extra-
ordinaire! Johnny not only pointed me in the right
direction, but volunteered to attend and host the
event. Who can ask for more? If Johnny doesn’t
happen to be in your neighborhood, here’s a little
primer on kick starting the event. First, submit a
Special Attractions Form to the Events Depart-
ment. There is an informative two-page primer on
Pee Wee Procedures and Guidelines on the AKC
website. Notice of the event must appear in your
Premium List. At the same time, you’ll be lining up
a couple of club members to volunteer to take en-
tries the day of the event which consists of a re-
lease of liability form file. I worked closely with our
Show Chair, Anne Catterson, and our show super-
intendent for a ring and time (right before lunch is
good) for the class. Rosettes were ordered based
on a “guesstimate” of the number of participants
(we ordered a dozen), Part of the pre-fun was plan-

ning the pizza and cupcake party for the Pee Wees
and their adults and getting decorations to make
both the ring and the lunch area inviting for kids
who are 5-10 years old. We were lucky that our
event coincided with Halloween. Because we share
a passion for shopping, both Johnny and I had
great fun visiting the dollar stores in our areas,
buying all sorts of treasures like glow sticks, bot-
tles of bubbles, coloring books, candy, dog mag-
nets, and dog cookies to fill a plastic Halloween
pumpkin for each Pee Wee. About a week prior to
the show, our Superintendent sent an email blast
out as a reminder of the Event. We had nine pre-
entries and accepted entries until right before
“ring time” for the class. There is a brief Summary
Report that is due a week after the Event, but the
afterglow from the Event will stay with you far
longer than a week.
Of course, the “life of the party” was Johnny

who enjoyed the Event as much as the kids. I
spent some time inviting other exhibitors and
club members to sit ringside and cheer the kids
on. It was well worth the effort as the applause,
smiles, and laughter were abundant all around

the ring. The looks on the faces of the children
were amazing and served as a reminder that
there is a generation out there who just may love
this sport as much as we do. I recall one young
child who approached the ring and was com-
pletely wowed by the sight of the Halloween

Pe
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ee

Meaghan (right) and Allison Edwards at the Pee Wee Sign-in Table

A “GHOULISH”CALIFORNIA STYLE PEE WEE EVENT
SYLVIA THOMAS, Delegate, Kennel Club Of Riverside

Johnny Shoemaker, Pee Wee Guru, Mentor, and Judge of the Event
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There is no real way to quantify the success of

the event. It’s one of those “you had to be there
to see it” experiences, but the smiles on the faces
of everyone-kids, parents, other exhibitors, and
anyone in close proximity to the ring really says
it all. Here are a few of the quotes from parents
and onlookers. Tammy Felix said, “Thank you to
the Kennel Club of Riverside for putting on such
a wonderful event. I’m hoping more clubs will
also begin to offer this! I’d like to encourage all
fellow exhibitors to take time to watch and sup-
port the future of our sport!” Nina Munoz added,
“Thank you to the club and Johnny Shoemaker!!
My son loved it and had a blast!” Chanetel
LeCheval said it in a word, “Wonderful!!”  Lori
Frost agreed, “This was so much fun to watch!”

I think you get the idea. It’s a feel-good, grati-
fying event. Reminds me why I love dog shows,
dog people, kids, and Johnny!

The end of a very happy day and the beginning of a new generation
to our sport.

Photos: Sharon Carvalho, Sharon's Showcase
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THE NEXT GENERATION: THE FUTURE OF OUR SPORT
MARTHA LEE BECKINGTON, Delegate, Mount Vernon Dog Training Club

My club, along with many others, is noticing a
lot of grey haired members!

How do we attract new, younger members to the
sport that we all love and get them hooked?! I
thought I would share a few ideas that my club has
employed with great success. 
First, we have established a mentorship program.

When new people come through classes, we find
out a little about them. Some actually self-identify
as people who want to continue and get more in-
volved. We help them with everything from filling
out entry forms, to meeting them at dog shows, en-
couraging them to come to classes, and training
with them outside of class. Remember when? It can
be intimidating if you have never been to a dog
show before! 
Second, we have several members who work with

4-H clubs and kids. This can be a treasure trove!
We are all competing against over scheduled kids
and their world of technology. It’s refreshing to
know there are still opportunities for kids to put
down the smart phones and technology for a while
and do something with dogs. This outreach is well
worth the effort.
Third, we see what areas people are interested in.

The AKC now has so many different venues. We
can usually match people up with one or more
event and make them happy. We can all compete in

so many different events. There are Conformation
Dog Shows, Obedience, Rally, Agility, Tracking,
Herding, Scent Work, Lure Coursing, Earth Dog,
Field Events, and Fast CAT. And, that’s not all,
there is the growing list of AKC events like Barn
Hunt, Dock Diving, Flyball, SAR, Therapy, CGC,
breed specific parent club and working dog titles,
all recognized by AKC.
Fourth, we encourage people to be part of the

"crowds" at our CGC testing night. People need to
feel welcome and included and this is an easy way
to start. At our next show, we will work in a few
extra things like some Scent Work! This is fun for
everyone. There are so many choices these days
with all of the new variations of competitions. We
can use these opportunities to our advantage to en-
courage newcomers to get and stay involved.
In conclusion, all of us need to brainstorm to

keep our sport alive and growing. We have found
the above mentioned ideas work well for our Club
and we can all brainstorm together on this very im-
portant issue. I do not think it’s an overstatement
or too melodramatic to state that the future of our
sport depends on this. It is critical to expand and in-
clude the next generation.
Remember, the future of our sport depends on it!

Happy training !!!

One of Faulkner,s color line masterpieces, The
Reivers, is a picaresque novel that tells of three

unlikely car thieves from rural Mississippi. Eleven-
year-old Lucius Priest is persuaded by Boon Hog-
ganbeck, one of his family’s retainers, to steal the
yellow Winton Flyer owned by Lucius’ grandfather
Boss Priest, and take a trip to Memphis. The Priest’s
coachman, Ned McCaslin, stows away, and the three
of them are off on a heroic odyssey, for which they
are all ill-equipped, and end up at Miss Reba's bor-
dello in Memphis. From there a series of wild misad-
ventures ensues; involving horse smuggling,
trainmen, sheriffs’ deputies, and jail. Lucius gets his

first taste of beer. Where is McCaslin to spend the
night? It is here that Lucius leaves childhood and en-
ters a world where many things seem the same, but
he is no longer the same.
Miss Reba’s bordello is run by strict rules. She

tells Lucius, “A house has rules. A house is not a
house without rules.” For a young man, a boy re-
ally, rules are just words. But rules are a part of
what all is. The powerful have rules that are inter-
preted to serve the powerful. Those that play by
the rules administered by the powerful or less
powerful expect that those rules will be adminis-
tered equitably. But sometimes they are not.
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WINNING AND LOSING 
BRUCE VORAN, Delegate, Myrtle Beach Kennel Club
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In my Perspectives article “An Eye For A Dog,”
(September 2013, pp 5–7), I referenced Roger W.
Sperry’s Nobel Prize winning work of 1981 on the
two hemispheres of the brain, which details the
analytical, logical “left brain” and how it differs
from the intuitive, thoughtful, and subjective
“right brain” activities. The moment a judge
makes the decision to point at one dog rather than
another both hemispheres, the analytical and intu-
itive work together, but the judge’s point of view is
affected by acquired memories, habits, knowledge
and passions. Each judge
has the capacity to acquire
knowledge and possesses
the potentiality to use that
knowledge. Included in
that knowledge is a recognition that dog shows
have rules. And those rules dictate that someone
is going to “win” and someone is going to “lose.” 
“An Eye For A Dog” approaches Sperry’s thesis

from the perspective of the judge. But what of the
exhibitor’s perspective? Once a judge marks the
book of who wins or loses, there is another side
which involves the brain of the exhibitor, whether
they won or lost. 
AKC seems determined to insist that everyone

should be a winner simply by creating the 4–6
month class, Bred-by-Exhibitor or AOH, NOHS,
etc. Everyone gets a ribbon. But everyone doesn't
get a ribbon! My 6–9 month puppy (first time out)
gets a blue, first out of four, and is a winner, but
there are rules that follow and he doesn't get WD
or RWD. The picture changes for me now he has
lost the big prize!
Grantland Rice in Alumnus Football writes, “For

when the One Great Scorer comes to mark against
your name, He writes—not that you won or lost,
but HOW you played the game.” It’s the GAME.
Or as Sydney Chambers says to his policeman
friend, Geordie, in an early PBS segment of
Grantchester when Georgie’s favorite football
team loses, “Now backgammon. Now that’s a
game. It’s a game. It’s a game.”
You can play the game however you like. You

have a choice in HOW you want to play the game.
If one believes there is only one path—one way to
get to the destination of winning—keeping an eye
on the path would seem to be more important

than the destination of winning. If the destination
is more important, then the current path, the pur-
pose of taking that path, only matters if the end re-
sult is achieved.
From Vince Lombardi, “Winning isn’t every-

thing, it’s the only thing.” Rice and Lombardi don’t
seem to agree. Exhibitors, whether professional
or nonprofessional, tend to side with Lombardi. 
Dog shows have rules. It's a game with winners

and losers. None of it is Rice simple or as straight
forward as Lombardi. The brain is not only right

and left, analytical and pleasure-
seeking, because something else
happens in those two hemispheres
when it comes to winning and los-
ing.

Win or lose depends upon which hemisphere
one falls into. Did you win—or did you lose? If you
win, you are going to stick with what is relative.
Think of it like buying a Scratchers Ticket and
wining $1. “Well, I did win a buck!” If you lose and
scratch off a zero, you tend to stick with the ab-
solute. Not wanting to be unhappy, one increases
one’s satisfaction when losing to say “at least I got
something. I got to try.” For perfection’s sake, that
may be the case. In reality, the desire to increase
satisfaction too often takes the form of complain-
ing. In the dog show world, a good judge—one
under which an exhibitor wins—is said to have a
“good eye for a dog.” But to the unhappy ex-
hibitor, the judge that day used “the wrong eye,”
or worse still, is a crook. The route to the Field
Representative or Show Chairman seems to be
paved rather smoothly.
The bottom line for those at dog shows who

don’t win is, they are more sensitive to absolute
values. Winners, on the other hand, care about
relative outcomes even if limited to winning a blue
ribbon in a class of four 6-9 month puppies.
Next time you think it’s not whether you won or

lost but HOW you played the game, stop for a mo-
ment to think, did I win, or did I lose? That's the
rule of the game and winning and losing have
their prices. Many love a winner and thoughts of
Lombardi seem to prevail. HOW one plays the
game oft-times drifts into the distance.
Losing often tests the true value of civility. And

then, again, so does winning.

You have a choice in HOW
you want to play the game.
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Washington State Obedience Training Club
(WSOTC) was founded in August 1946 by fif-

teen dog lovers, including retired military people
who had worked with sentry
dogs while in the service. At
the first meeting members
viewed the Blanche Sanders
movie, Training You to Train
Your Dog (1946). For
decades, Blanche was consid-
ered to be the “Godmother of
Obedience” and in 1950, au-
thored a guidebook for train-
ers. Her movie, and her
positive training method, set
the tone for WSOTC’s mission.
The small group persevered and held its first obe-

dience trial in 1949 with thirty-six entries. A Track-
ing Test was added in 1964 and in 1971, WSOTC
became a Member Club of AKC. In 2011, Agility was
added as an annual event and the Club also held its

100th Trial. Since that first trial, the Club has put on
many activities. At one point a training program was
aired on the Seattle Educational Television station.
The Club also held many seminars such as Obedi-
ence Training, Puppy Kindergarten, Tracking and
so on. The Club flourished and was considered a
“model” for others. The Club profits from training
classes were given to charitable organizations.
But, between the late 1980’s and 1990’s things

began to change. The Club began losing facilities in
which to hold classes and members were getting
older and starting to lose interest in working for the
Club. Some began switching to Agility and other

newer dog sports offered by AKC. The lifeblood of
any Club or social group depends on volunteers to
make everything happen. Without the “people

power” and their help, the
Club would be unable to func-
tion. Attendance at meetings
fell off and dropped to just
three or five people. Some
members were ready to de-
clare the Club dead and/or
considered it to be “dying.”
Dissolution of the Club was se-
riously discussed.
One day, President Nancy

Light talked to me about doing
an audit of the Club’s books and shared the thought
of dissolution. I strongly urged her not to take such a
drastic measure, but to see if something could be
done to turn everything around. I reminded her only
clubs can hold events and without clubs, there would
be no events, activities, nor opportunities for the
fancy to enjoy, participate in and earn titles. In order
to stimulate active interest, I suggested putting on a
training seminar.
With Nancy’s determination and dedication to

keep the Club going, she single handedly got busy.
She made arrangements for internationally-recog-
nized dog trainer, Connie Cleveland to present a
training seminar. The seminar was well attended,
energy and enthusiasm about Obedience work was
rekindled and the Club made money! Another semi-
nar was planned for 2015. At the same time, a sec-
ond Trial was held and the turnout was gratifying.
Through the seminars and the Trial, several new
members were recruited. Life was breathed back
into the Club!
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BACK ON TRACK: 
WASHINGTON STATE OBEDIENCE TRAINING CLUB
BETTY WINTHERS, Delegate, Olympic Kennel Club
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What a fabulous
weekend! All

around me were the
sights and sounds of
dogs of all kinds having
fun with their handlers,
participating in Agility,
Dock Diving, Barn
Hunt, Fast CAT, Disc
Dog and Scent Work!
What a riot of happi-
ness! I could never
have imagined the dif-
ferent types of dogs I
would see that day—
everything from Grey-
hounds to Mastiffs and more—thanks to the
variety of sports available.
I arrived on Friday morning to warm weather

and bright sunshine. The venue for these events
was a very dog-friendly hotel, and the Eukanuba
Hall at Roberts Centre, in Wilmington, Ohio, a
short drive from Columbus with extensive grassy
fields and large parking areas for cars and RVs.
The outdoor sports were nicely spread out over a
large area and it took quite a while for me to see
everything. Fast CAT sport took up a large por-
tion of the space and participating dogs were able
to stretch out and RUN! Because the field was so
large there were also outdoor vendors providing
delicious Greek, Italian and down-home American
food, so no one had to walk very far to sate their
appetites. Barn Hunt and Disc took up the center
of the outside space
and Dock Diving,
the far end. Agility
occupied the large
ballroom inside the
Hotel and Scent
Work search areas
were assigned to
several interior and
exterior spaces.
I volunteered as a

Judge’s Steward for
two days of the
first ever AKC

Scent Work Trial and
watched several hun-
dred teams compete for
Novice titles. As you
may imagine, with so
many events going on
at the same time, there
were several scheduling
conflicts, but everyone
was courteous and
helpful and made run-
ning order accommoda-
tions to allow for teams
to participate in as
many events as they
had entered. Every

team I saw was enthusiastic and excited about
competing in this new sport. Participants ran the
gamut from teams with many years’ experience in
other organizations to teams who had never even
practiced before entering! They just thought they
would try something new and jumped in with
both feet, allowing their dogs to lead them
through the few minutes of their run. The most
striking thing about this experience was watching
all these dogs and handlers throw themselves
into Scent Work with such good humor and en-
thusiasm.
On the days I attended, the Interior Scent Work

tests were held in an office-type setting with ta-
bles and chairs to be searched, and the Ladies
Room was used where bright lights and tiled
floors had to be successfully negotiated to find

and indicate the
odor. Exterior
Scent Work was
held on grass and
pavement combina-
tions with iron out-
door furniture as
interesting ele-
ments. Wind and
temperature also
had to be consid-
ered as this area
was held in an
outdoor alcove

Performance Games Site Map at the Roberts Centre
in Wilmington, OH

Welcome and Entrance to Performance Games Outdoor Venue
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VOLUNTEERING AT THE EUKANUBA PERFORMANCE GAMES
KATHY GREGORY, Delegate, Port Chester Obedience Training Club
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where conditions changed as the
day unfolded. With the arrival of
the weekend, I noticed many
more families attending all the
events and there were quite a few
spectators in the Scent Work
areas where I worked. After the
runs were completed, the judge
took time to explain what was
going on and answer general
questions about how to get
started in AKC sports.
The weekend was filled with

camaraderie and a “can do”
spirit. The folks from Eukanuba
provided prizes, helpful advice
about canine nutri-
tion, and sold mer-
chandise. Experts
from many related
working dog profes-
sions manned their
booths and an-
swered questions
about dogs in law
enforcement and
emergency serv-
ices. Eukanuba also
sponsored several
get-togethers and
dinners after the

days’ events, further adding to
the spirit of unity. Teams from all
over the country shared experi-
ences and traded tips and advice.
I would strongly encourage

anyone who has the opportunity
to attend or enter any of these
multi-sport events. It is an excel-
lent opportunity to try something
new, meet new people and obtain
information from acknowledged
experts from all over the US.
Even better, volunteer your time.
Volunteering gives you an oppor-
tunity to see many teams, all ne-
gotiating the same challenges in

dif ferent ways, and
can open your mind
to dif ferent ways of
working with your
dog. Volunteers are
a vital part of hold-
ing almost every
type of canine
event and the
bonus is volunteer-
ing makes you feel
you are an impor-
tant part of the
world we all love.

Eukanuba Educational and Nutritional Information Tent
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GREGORY, cont’d

Agility and Scent Work Here

Flags lined the Venue's Perimeter
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Each issue, it’s my
pleasure to get to

know a new Delegate.
This month, it’s an in-
side look at Diane Ram-
sey who was introduced
at the September Dele-
gates’ meeting. She is
the youngest daughter
of Daniel and Margaret
Ramsey and has one
older sister, Dr. Mary
Kraus. Diane’s family
has been active in pure-
bred dogs her entire
life. Born in Richmond, VA, in 1980, her family
moved to Kansas City, MO where she graduated
from high school and completed her Bachelor’s
Degree in Accounting from Missouri Western
State College. She is currently employed by State
Farm Insurance as a Fire Claims Specialist. Her re-
sponsibilities include inspecting property (mostly
barns/homes) for weather-related damages,
mainly wind and hail in the northwest section of
Missouri and parts of Kansas. As part of the “Get-
ting to Know You” interview, I asked Diane to re-
spond to the following questions.

How did you become involved with dogs? 
My parents had Siberian Huskies before children.

When we were getting to Juniors’ age, they thought
it was safer for us to have a smaller breed, and
chose the Schipperke. I got my first show dog, a
Schipperke bitch named Jessica, for my tenth birth-
day. I showed her to her AKC championship by my-
self, her Companion Dog with a High in Trial, and
also showed her in Juniors.

What breeds do you have and how did you
choose your first breed? 
Our family’s first breed was Siberian Huskies and

our second breed was Schipperkes. Both Siberian
Huskies and Schipperke litters carried the kennel
prefix, Minneka. I always wanted a Whippet for a
Juniors dog, and got my first Whippet in 2000. I

have continued in Schip-
perkes, having the pleas-
ure of winning my first
Best n Show in 2000 with
Ch Kleingaul’s Windjam-
mer. He was my sister’s
dog, and I only got to ex-
hibit him on an occasion,
but what a great dog he
was. He graces the cover
of the New Complete
Schipperke. I have co-
bred a few litters of
Whippets under the Gar-
den Path kennel name

with Dr. Susan Sczepanski DVM. I have a Belgian
Sheepdog that is my heart dog. He was a returned
puppy from a litter of my adopted mother. He is a
once-in-a-lifetime dog. Tazer surpassed all my ex-
pectations and completed a healthy bucket list, in-
cluding Best In Shows and Best In Specialty Shows
in both Canada and the United States. We won the
breed at Westminster in 2013 and he retired as one
of the first five Gold Grand Champions.

Where does your dog interest lie and why? 
My primary interest is in the Conformation Ring.

Understanding the breed Standard, attempting to
breed an outstanding specimen of the breed or
standing in the center of the ring and attempting to
evaluate the exhibits brought before you -- knowing
that your decisions may influence future genera-
tions -- is an awesome responsibility. One which I
take very seriously. I love visiting with fellow breed-
ers to discuss pedigrees and decisions about breed-
ing. Spending the afternoon evaluating a litter is one
of my favorite things to do! I have exhibited or
trained in Obedience, Herding, and Agility. You can
also find me at Field and Hunt events, just helping
in the background for now.

Do you actively exhibit and/or breed your
dogs?
I actively exhibit Schipperkes, Belgians and Whip-

pets. I am only actively breeding Schipperkes at this
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time. We had some health issues in the Whippet
line and chose to spay our remaining girls. I would
love to have a specials Whippet, but am waiting for
the right situation to proceed.

Do you judge? Tell us more about it. What Club
do you represent? 
I was lucky enough to be chosen to judge the Bel-

gian Sweepstakes at the Tri-City Kennel Club in
2016. I am not currently a licensed judge and have
not applied to become a judge. I am a Schipperke
Club of America Approved Judges Mentor.
I represent the Schipperke Club of America. I

have been a member in good standing since 1991. I
have served as a Director, and am currently the
Treasurer of the club. 

When did you become a Delegate?
What was your interest in becom-
ing a Delegate? 
I was interested in becoming a Del-

egate to help our club become more
informed about the activities of the
American Kennel Club. We are a small
club and last year received a petition
from members to change our Standard. 

As a new Delegate, is there something you
want to accomplish?  
I just hope to be given the opportunity to repre-

sent our club in a respectable manner. I want our
club to have a voice and be involved in things such
as Crop and Dock, and Parent Club changes.

Tell us a little about the club you represent.
The Schipperke Club of America is a small club.

Our members are a lot like our breed, very aloof
and out spoken on several subjects. We are not a
breed known for being obedient. 

How has the sport changed since you got your
first dog?
This is a big one…There are good and bad peo-

ple in dogs, just like all walks of life. When I was
growing up there was a lot more socialization and
respect among the exhibitors. It seems lately that
exhibitors come, exhibit and leave. The times of
showing up at 6am, setting up in the grooming

area together, getting ready together, showing to-
gether, and then going back to discuss upcoming
litters or club business is gone. I feel the new ex-
hibitors are missing out on this important piece.
The sad part is I wonder how many of the new ex-
hibitors would participate in this nowadays. New
exhibitors want to be successful quickly or interest
is lost. This is seen in the Juniors’ ring and the
Conformation ring very often.

Given the many issues AKC is facing (anti-dog
legislation, declining registration, reduced rev-
enue, competition with other registries), do
you have any ideas about what it should do? 
I thought that the presentation that was given at

the last meeting stated that registrations were
up 6%. I think the new options to include

Dock Diving, nose work, and Barn Hunt
are all excellent ways to get people in-
volved.  An aging fancy is something
that cannot be ignored. I feel that this
has a direct impact on the revenue.
The next generation doesn’t appear to
have the interest in the fancy or the

sport of purebred dogs. 

If it were possible to change something or
start something new that would solve some-
thing having to do with the AKC, dog shows or
events or anything related to purebred dogs,
what would it be? 
I am not sure of any changes or anything new that

would solve something to do with AKC. The unfor-
tunate part of today is the mindset that purebred
dog breeders are filling the shelters and the de-
signer dogs are only the good parts of the breed
mixes. 

When it comes to dogs, what one thing is still
on your bucket list? 
My bucket list isn’t just a list. My bucket list is

done on a dog-by-dog basis. My Belgian, Tazer,
MBIS/BISS Can GCh, BIS/MBISS Am Gold GCH
Sans Brancos Stunned at Kindred, RN CGC, was
one of the first ten Grand Champions, one of the
first five Gold Grand Champions, and won the
Breed at Westminster, ranked in the US and
Canada. He surpassed all of my expectations and
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Perspectives asked Delegates to share holiday
rituals they have for/with their dogs. Also did

they have any that were dog specific like (blessing
of the animals, live creche, cookie swaps???) 

Helen Prince
Scottish Terrier Club of America
I have three Scotties and a cat (who thinks he is

a dog!). My kennel room has a small Christmas
tree in it with dog related ornaments. We have
music in that room and my husband makes sure
the Christmas music is played for a couple of
weeks during the holidays!  Each dog and the cat
have a Christmas stocking that we hang up on the
fireplace in the living room and Santa fills it up
with treats and toys. Our own Christmas tree has
many Scottie ornaments that we have collected
over the past 45 years as well as some cat ones.
We also give the animals a bit of turkey on their
kibble on Christmas day. My children (now 51, 48,
and 46) started the dog related celebrations. Yes,
they also have their dog related celebrations they
have Labs! Our grandchildren love to come over
to see what Scottie things are on the tree. As you
can imagine I have a LOT of them so the same
ones are not on the tree every year. 
When the kids (and grandchildren) were young

they used to dress up the Scotties in costumes. The
Scotties are thankful that the children and grand-
children are older now and don't do it anymore! 

Sue McClure
Pensacola Dog Fanciers Association
Now that I am the only one living at home, I no

longer put anything out for Christmas, but I do put
together a doggie gift for dog club's Dirty Santa
Swap. When my daughter and her ex were here
celebrating Christmas, their dogs also received
gifts.

Diana L Skibinski MS
Lake Shore Kennel Club, Inc.
Our Dalmatians are always on our Christmas

Card. Some friends have every one of them! Also,
we display a canine Nativity Scene where the Dal-
matian is Mary. I won it in a raffle at the Kettle
Moraine Kennel Club Show years ago. 

Patricia C. Sarles, MS, EdS, CMP
Twin Brooks Kennel Club
All my dogs get presents for Christmas and the

dogs that I have placed in their forever homes, if
they live near me, also get a visit and Christmas
presents too.

Monica Henderson Stoner
Saluki Club of America
My husband was the Christmas enthusiast. He’d

dress up as Santa, complete with the pom-
pommed red hat, which had to be hidden from cu-
rious Saluki teeth the rest of the year. 
I’m working on building new traditions with
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goals I set for him. I would like to attend the Na-
tional Dog show that airs on Thanksgiving Day. 

What can you tell us about yourself that we
wouldn’t already know? 
I own two Harley Davidson motorcycles. I have a

2006 Softtail Deluxe and a 2014 CVO Softtail Deluxe.
I have attended Sturgis for the last three years. I
have been to North Carolina to ride the Tail of the
Dragon (route 129), rode Iron Mountain Road (16A)
in Keystone, SD, Needles Highway, and Pig Trail

Scenic Byway (Arkansas 23). The best part about
having a motorcycle is the freedom. It also helps that
several of my dog friends also have Harleys, so I still
get to do activities with my dog people. 

Anything else on your mind you want to share?
I would like to thank the Schipperke Club of

America for the opportunity to represent the club to
the American Kennel Club. I would also like to
thank the Perspectives Committee for the opportu-
nity to introduce myself to the Delegate Body.  
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other single Sighthound people...gather for
Chicken Molé and watch the dogs play!

Sylvia Thomas
Kennel Club of Riverside
Christmas has always been a special time of the

year in my home. It’s a little different now, espe-
cially since I spend a week in Orlando and have
less time to decorate, but the tradition lives on.
Each of the dogs has a Christmas stocking that
hangs on his or her kennel run gate. They are al-
ways curious about the stockings as I keep treats

in them. You guessed it, 24 dog biscuits and each
day they receive one cookie until Christmas ar-
rives and the pièce de résistance gift, a large
antler, is delivered! I have Akita ornaments that
adorn the tree along with the other keepsakes col-
lected over the years. Around the house I display
many of the group or Best-in-Show awards re-
ceived from the clubs that used to give holiday-
themed prizes like large Christmas dolls, Santas,
Snowmen, and glass ornaments. It’s an eclectic
mix of memories and treasures that I cherish.

STONER. cont’d
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Ihope you had the chance to read the first install-ment of this series on creating a Club archive.  It
was published in the September edition of Perspec-
tives. If you missed it, here’s the link to the issue.
In Part 1, I detailed six steps that the Leonberger

Club of America has developed during its formal
archive development process.  They are:

1)Where will the collection be permanently
stored?

2)What are the requirements for delivery of the
collection to that repository?

3)What types of documents are considered
archivable?

4)What is involved in digitizing the collection
prior to permanent storage?

5)What is involved in webifying the collection fol-
lowing digitization?

6) How much is all this going to cost?
In this installment, I’ll tackle Step 4, the digitiza-

tion process. There is absolutely no requirement
that a Club must digitize its archive collection.
Many of our Parent Clubs are satisfied with hav-
ing a permanent repository for hard copy docu-
ments that compose their collections.  However, if
like my Club, you appreciate the idea of making
these important documents available in perpetuity
on a portion of the Club’s website, then I invite
you to read on.
Many companies offer document digitization.  Put

simply, digitizing a hard copy document, duplicates
that document in an electronic format suitable for
cloud storage or for use as part of a club website. 
Following the conclusion of our June meeting, I

took an extra day and drove to Baltimore to visit
with The Crowley Company, a highly respected
business which
bills itself as the
world leader in
commercial imag-
ing solutions.  I
spent that morn-
ing visiting with
Meghan O’Brien,
Crowley’s Senior
Imaging Business
Development Spe-
cialist. To say my
visit was fascinat-
ing would be a
pretty large un-
derstatement.
Some of our
Clubs talk in
terms of 40,000
pages that need to be imaged thinking, as I did, that
it’s a lot.  I can tell you it’s not.  I looked at two dif-
ferent projects they are currently working on.  One
is the digitization of the complete William Randolph
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25% OUT THE WINDOW: THE CASE FOR A FORMAL CLUB
ARCHIVE PLAN, PART 2
DON JAMES, Delegate, Leonberger Club Of America

Days of Our Lives Archive Banker’s Boxes

 http://images.akc.org/pdf/delegate/September_2017_Perspectives_rev2.pdf 
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Heart Library which has enough books to cover
and entire wall at Crowley…hundreds of thousands
of pages.  The other was not nearly as big, but cer-

tainly was interesting.  They are digitizing all of the
scripts from the 50 some odd years of the soap
Opera ‘Days of Our Lives.’
An imaging company like Crowley can make elec-

tronic copies of pages, photographs and even books.
As you might imagine, it’s a very manual process
using several different machines based on the type
of copies being made. So, what needs to happen to
get your project to a point where it can be received
by a company like Crowley to begin the digital im-
aging process?
In Part 1, I mentioned the types of documents that

AKC wants a Club to include in their repository sub-
mission.  There is also the requirement that a Club
sign a Deed of Gift authorizing AKC as the reposi-
tory source. 

Sample of AKC’s Deed of Gift Document:

DEED OF GIFT
1. Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter

set forth, the  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(hereinafter, the “Club”), hereby gives, donates
and conveys to The American Kennel Club, Inc.
(hereinafter, “AKC”), 260 Madison Avenue, New
York, NY 10016, for deposit in The American
Kennel Club, Inc. archives (hereinafter, “the
Archives”) the materials which are described in
Appendix A, attached hereto (hereinafter, “the
Materials”).

2. The Club hereby irrevocably assigns all right,
title and interest the Club has or may acquire in
and to the Materials to AKC, subject to any re-
strictions on access set forth on Appendix A.

3. Such title to the Materials shall pass to AKC
upon their delivery to AKC.

4. Following delivery, the Materials shall be main-
tained by AKC in the Archives. At any time after
delivery, the Club shall be permitted freely to
examine any of the Materials during the regular
working hours of the Archives.

5. Following their deposit in the Archives, the Ma-
terials shall be accessible to all patrons of the
Archives for use in accordance with AKC’s then
current policy.

6. The location, retention, cataloging, and preser-
vation of the Materials or other considerations
relating to their use or disposition are at the
sole discretion of AKC. Subject to the restric-
tions imposed herein, AKC may dispose of any
of the Materials which AKC determines are not
required by the Archives, provided that prior to
any such disposal and during the lifetime of the
Club, the Club shall be notified thereof, and at
the Club’s request, the Materials proposed for
disposal shall be returned to the Club. Further,
if in the opinion of the Archives the Materials
should be preserved in a different physical
form, such as but not limited to microform or
digital recording, the Archives may perform the
necessary processing and the original Materi-
als shall be disposed of as provided herein. 

7. The Club represents and warrants that it is the
sole owner of the Materials and that it has full
right, power and authority to donate the Mate-
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“Conformation is boring” Overheard at an
Agility class. “Agility is boring.” Imparted

to me by a Conformation friend. “Obedience is
for other breeds, not mine.
My breed is too (special,
sensitive, excitable...).”
Heard many times through
the years. “A Well-Balanced
Dog has a Title at Both
Ends.” I first saw this
bumper sticker decades
ago, shortly after I started showing (you don't
want to know how much entry fees were then!),
but it didn't really register with me for many
years. At that time the divide between Conforma-
tion and Companion events could be very wide.
I'd hoped the schism was reducing, but I find

there is a lack of appreciation on both sides of
the question. It might be past time to start bridg-
ing this chasm.

AKC has come up with
some intriguing new
achievement awards: Puppy
of Achievement, for one.
How nice for those puppies
which are successful in the
4–6 month Beginner Puppy
event, and then also in the

6–12 month Puppy divisions. Wonderful recogni-
tion concept and I sincerely hope the pilot pro-
gram is successful. But this program only
recognizes one venue of achievement: Conforma-
tion. Why not encourage more diversity as we
recognize ability? For a puppy, why not either re-
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THE VALUE OF TITLES AT BOTH ENDS
MONICA HENDERSON STONER, Delegate, Saluki Club Of America

rials to AKC, and that no agreement, assign-
ment, sale or encumbrance has been or will be
made or entered into which would conflict with
this deed.

8. The Club hereby transfers, conveys and assigns
to AKC all copyrights which the Club has in the
Materials. The Club represents and warrants
that it owns the copyrights in such Materials.

9. The Club agrees to indemnify and hold AKC
harmless from and against any thirdparty
claims, damages and costs or expenses, in-
cluding attorney’s fees, arising out of any
breach of the foregoing warranties and repre-
sentations.

10. In the event that The Club may from time to
time hereafter give, donate, and convey to
AKC additional materials for deposit in the
Archives, title to such additional materials shall
pass to AKC upon their delivery to AKC, and
all of the provisions of this instrument of gift
shall be applicable to such additional materi-
als. A description of the additional materials so
donated and delivered shall be prepared and
attached hereto.

Signed: [Club Representative]
By:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Title:  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

When the Club has assembled its archives into
banker’s boxes, they are to be sent to AKC’s
archivist, Brynn White. Brynn will do a formal in-
ventory of those boxes and determine if all contents
meet AKC’s requirements for inclusion in the
archive. Once completed, the documents to be digi-
tized are boxed and shipped to the company the
Club has chosen to perform the imaging process.
I will end Part 2 by letting you know that Harvey

Mohrenweiser, Delegate, Standard Schnauzer Club
of America and I are looking at the possibility of or-
ganizing a consortium of Clubs which might be in-
terested in created a digital archive of their Club’s
documents, the idea being we might be able to get a
price break from a company like Crowley if we pres-
ent them with a large group of Clubs interested in
using their services.  More on that later.

Part 3: Image to Web – Procedures for converting
digitized images into a searchable database for use on
the Club’s website will be in the next Perspectives
issue.
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quire a S.T.A.R. test or at least recommend it?
S.T.A.R. is a puppy CGC, with an initial require-
ment of attending a puppy training class. Which
means getting the puppy out of the house and
moving around other dogs, plus supporting our
local trainers. What a great idea! At the end of
the course the puppy is evaluated on how well
they walk on lead, interact with other people and
dogs, and all the other things we want our pup-
pies to handle. When/if the Puppy of Achieve-
ment continues, why not recognize those puppies
which have also achieved Obedience or Rally or
other titles appropriate for their age and breed?
We need to do more than pay lip service to the

value of all AKC venues, and also to encourage
owners to look beyond what they've always done
with their dogs, to embrace something new and
exciting. What about adding something special to
the Conformation title when a dog also has a
CGC? I wouldn't go so far as suggesting we re-
quire a CGC prior to a dog receiving their Cham-
pion certificate in the mail, but that might not be
such a bad idea. Think about it, what better way
to show we are serious about all aspects of the
breeds we promote. Shouldn't every dog being
considered as breeding stock be able to walk
safely in public, allow a person on crutches to

pass them by, be held by a stranger approved by
their own person?
Just…think about it. And maybe next time

there's an Obedience or Rally or Agility trial in
your area, stop in to watch the dogs…and their
handlers. Observe the obvious amount of prepa-
ration that goes into getting a team ready to
compete, and the epic fails when something goes
wrong. For those who believe Conformation is
boring, do the same. Go to a dog show, watch
the breeds. Talk to the owners. In both cases
maybe look for someone to help you understand
what’s going on in the ring. Come away with a
bit more appreciation for everyone in this game
of ours.

STONER, cont’d

Puppy Israfel mastering the Down and Stay.  

Fire Dragon demonstrates being “A Well Balanced Dog”

Israfel combining Conformation and Obedience lessons.
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Acommon complaint dog
breeders and exhibitors

have regarding the AKC staff
is that many of have not been
dog breeders or exhibitors.
They are viewed as not really
understanding the needs of
the breeding, Conformation
and Performance communi-
ties. This is not something that
applies to Timothy Thomas,
AKC'sDirector of Dog Show
Judges, a position he took in
May 2014. 
As a result of his parents’ in-

volvement in Akitas, Samoyeds, and Norwegian
Elkhounds, Tim grew up living and breathing dogs.
Since his days in junior high school, Tim knew he
wanted to work with dogs professionally. He was cer-
tain and when he shared his plans with his guidance
counselor, the counselor
called Tim’s parents to discuss
Tim’s career plans - as a pro-
fessional dog handler- con-
vinced Tim would be wasting
his life and skills. His parents probably chuckled,
knowing being a handler could be lucrative profes-
sion if done right. While Tim was actively recruited
by high school sports coaches, he didn’t participate
since his dog show weekends were not up for grabs. 
The guidance counselor no doubt was relieved

when Tim went on to Indiana University of Pennsyl-
vania, securing a degree to teach mathematics.  He
initially intended to work as a teacher, especially
since he would have summers off for dog shows.
But, when he graduated teaching jobs were hard to
come by; those he didmanage to get, didn't become
permanent. Then, he was offered a job working full
time in dogs. By this time Tim had married his high
school sweetheart, Lisa, who he met through the dog
world. They eventually decided it was time to strike
out on their own to build a professional handling
team. They were quite successful, working locally
where they were known to fellow breeders and ex-
hibitors.  Talent combined with their inherent desire
to be scrupulous and sincere with clients built a loyal
following of clients. They could have continued their

handling until retirement, but
AKC intervened several times,
eventually changing their life’s di-
rection. 
Reminiscing about his time as a

handler, Tim spoke about his awe
of the “great judges,” including
Anne Rogers Clark and Jane
Forsyth and his special memories
of them. Even while working as a
professional handler, he recalls
being intimidated by judges in
general. Once, waiting ringside,
Tim told a fellow handler he felt in-
timidated by Mrs. Clark. Naturally,

the handler told Mrs. Clark, who had some fun with
Tim in the ring. This broke the ice between them
and led to a warm friendship.  Jane Forsyth changed
Tim’s life in a different way with a candid conversa-
tion. Tim had always struggled with his weight and

had become obese. In 2005,
Mrs. Forsyth corned him at
the McKinley County Fair-
grounds during the Canton
shows. She poked him in the

chest and said, “If you don’t lose weight, you are
going to die in the ring.”  He reflects on this; THE
Jane Forsyth took the time to reach out to this “fat lit-
tle handler.” This conversation resonated with Tim.
Two days later, he began his diet, ultimately shed-
ding the weight, and after that, Mrs. Forsyth became
an important person in Tim’s life. He acknowledges
her comment could have been taken as an insult, but
he recognized her concern in approaching someone
she barely knew and it motivated him to make life-
saving changes. To this day, he marvels that two pil-
lars in the dog show world took the time to be kind to
someone he described as a “nobody in the sport.”
When Tim was initially offered the opportunity to

work full time in AKC’s Field Trial Division, he de-
clined as Lisa was not ready to give up showing dogs,
something she dearly loved since being involved as a
teen in 4-H and dog shows.  In January 2010, when
AKC again offered Tim the position of Executive
Field Representative in the Florida region, both Tim
and Lisa were ready and did not want to lose this
chance at a new life. At this point, the decision to join
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GINI DENNINGER, Delegate, Genessee Valley Kennel Club

Tim and Lisa

...judging is not mathematical
rather artistically intuitive.  
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AKC was easy.  Tim had been showing dogs for 28
years, 19 of them as a professional handler. 
While Tim and Lisa were doing well as handlers

with great clients, Tim wanted professional growth
and something more. Working for AKC was a great
opportunity. While it meant giving up everything he
and Lisa were doing and knew, Tim was ready for
fresh challenges.  
Having been a Show Chairman for Steel Valley

Cluster’s four days of shows and multiple specialty
events, Tim felt up to the task of being a Field Rep. At
the time he was also a member of Beaver County
Kennel Club, Laurel Highlands Kennel Association,
the AKC Registered Handlers Program (RHP), and
the Professional Handler Association (PHA). Being
actively involved in those associations helped Tim
understand the needs of exhibitors, breeders, and
judges.  
Despite his previous experiences, there were chal-

lenges going from professional handler to AKC rep-
resentative.  There were new faces, different venues
and situations requiring interacting with individuals
who didn’t know him.  Some people he was ac-
quainted with had relocated to Florida; they reached
out to help him get acclimated. For most exhibitors,
Tim was enough of a fresh face that there were no
preconceived ideas, but he took over the representa-
tive position previously held by a well-liked person
who was dearly missed and knew trying to imitate
his predecessor was not going to work. Fortunately,
enough people knew or had heard about him, and
understood he was a good sport and fair whether los-
ing or winning. They accepted him and he settled
into the job until he was tapped to join the “head of-
fice,” not even a year later. 
Tim and Lisa moved to Raleigh, North Carolina,

where Tim began working in the Judging Operations
Department as a Liaison. He held this position until
he becameDirector of theDog Show JudgesDepart-
ment. He enjoys his work and its new and different
challenges.  While Tim and Lisa miss the close bonds
with dogs and their clients, they have built new lives,
Tim with his work at AKC and Lisa with her involve-
ment sitting on several boards and managing a schol-
arship trust. Though still a long time off, when they
retire, they would like to join some kind of dog activ-
ity.  Who knows, maybe it will be dock-diving! As for
Conformation, Tim has concerns because of his cur-

rent position working with judges that an improper
picture could result should he or his wife return to
showing dogs. Integrity and perception are an impor-
tant part of Tim. 
Asked what he thinks makes a good judge, Tim is

ready with answers. They are not necessarily pre-
sented in order of importance.  Judges should have a
love and passion for pure-bred dogs. He believes it is
crucial the judging community be gracious to ex-
hibitors, behaving in a professional and cordial man-
ner. Excellent judges recognize the most important
people at dog shows are the breeders and exhibitors.
Judges are not “all knowing,” rather they need to be
humble and should possess a commitment and dedi-
cation to learn. They should respect that the learning
process never ends.  Tim believes it is important to
study Standards, understand basic canine anatomy,
and be able to put them together to develop a picture
of the proper dog.  
Lastly, we discussed the notion that excellent dog

judges are artistic by nature. This is exemplified by
several judges who were also artists, like Ric
Chashoudian known for beautiful sculptures and
Steve Hubbell for lovely paintings. Tim believes dog
judging is an art. Judges have to be able to identify
breed characteristics, recognize how they blend to-
gether, innately understanding that judging is not
mathematical rather artistically intuitive. He con-
tends most any fancier can be trained to be an accept-
able judge, but to be a master or exceptional judge,
there is something instinctive and natural that en-
ables a person to go to any dog show ring, especially
if learning the nuances of a breed, and to quickly find
the best dog in the ring. Those without this ability
might struggle to find and could miss the exceptional
dog. A judge with this artistic factor could be consid-
ered to have a “natural eye for a dog.” 
AKC tries to instill in judges the understanding that

knowledge is the key to separating by type, awarding
by movement and structure. Type defines the breed
both in judging and in breeding. Tim points out that
many factors affect production of good dogs. Breed-
ers must recognize breed type, good movement and
structure. They must be able to adjust and apply this
knowledge to their breeding programs. While the
judging community must properly weigh attributes
and deviations from Standards, breeders need to real-
ize ribbons in the ring do not necessarily mean that a
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particular dog should be used in a breeding program. 
Life outside of the AKC and dog sphere is pretty nor-

mal. Tim laughs and says he is in danger of “sounding
like an infomercial for Raleigh,” but he and Lisa love
Raleigh’s atmosphere finding it vibrant, alive, active,
and growing. Their biggest adjustment after moving
was discovering there was no need for a snow shovel.
The hardest thing to endure is the annual “Yellow Sea-
son” where pollen flies constantly and for someone
with allergies, it’s hard to get used to.
Tim and Lisa’s “bucket list” includes travel to na-

tional parks, the Northern California wine country,
and more of the USA. They have recently been on
several cruises and found they really enjoyed them.
They want to go back to Alaska and next time they
will see Denali Park. Tim and Lisa also enjoy taking
drives through the countryside, eating out at the
many restaurant offerings in Raleigh, especially at
“barbecue pits.” While not movie addicts, they do like
an occasional movie.  Lisa has an interest in real es-
tate and loves looking at houses. As a result they es-
pecially enjoy the popular “Parade of Homes” offered

several weeks in October by the Raleigh Builders As-
sociation and mark their calendars so they can attend.
They even research the properties before they go to
see them! Lisa maintains a portfolio of ideas she
would love to include in a home should they ever de-
cide to build. Asked how Lisa would describe him,
Tim laughed and asked, “Is she mad at me?”  Then,
he offered that she would say he is the guy who is al-
ways trying to make a joke and get a laugh. Knowing
Tim has also bred his own dogs it was natural to ask
him if he felt he was artistic too. He answered that in
a sense he is and has applied and expressed his artis-
tic nature through what he did with dogs, including
who he showed and bred. 
Life is good for Timothy Thomas since joining

AKC’s staff.  It is easy to agree he is an asset to the
sport and well suited for helping with the develop-
ment of new judges as well as supporting the more
experienced judges. It can never be said Tim does not
understand what exhibitors, breeders or judges need,
given his extensive experiences in the dog world. We
are fortunate to have him at AKC. 
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IN MEMORIAM

JANICE SPARHAWK GARDNER

Jan was the Delegate for the Rockingham County Kennel Club from March
1981 until September 2017.  For many of  those years, she was also President
and Legislative Liaison for the Club. In 2012, Jan was the elected
representative of  Dover, New Hampshire to the New Hampshire General

Court.  AKC recognized Jan in 2014, awarding her the James S. Holt Memorial
Award for Promotion of  Responsible Dog Ownership in Legislation. Among
her many achievements, honors, and awards, we will remember her as the
Chair and Editor of  Perspectives from 2004 to 2007.  She will be missed.

BLACKIE NYGOOD

Mispillion Kennel Club (1994-2017)
Perspectives Committee (2004-2011)
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IN MEMORY OF THOSE WE HAVE LOST

STEVEN GLADSTONE, ESQUIRE

Waterloo Kennel Club  ( 2014 -2017)
Greater Naples Dog Club (2011-2014)

Reno Kennel Club (1999-2010)
AKC Board of  Directors (2001-2009, 2011-2017)

WILLIAM STIFEL

San Francisco Dog Training Club (1969-1971)
Greater St. Louis Training Club (1997-1990)

Westminster Kennel Club (2004-2009)

VIRGINIA VAN DOREN

Lackawanna Kennel Club (1994-2016)

PEGGY WAMPOLD

South Windsor Kennel Club (2004-2017)

JACK WARD

Old Dominion Kennel Club (1950-1969)
Mt. Vernon Dog Training Club (1969-2004 )

AKC Board of  Directors (1974-1994)

We will remember our iends and fellow delegates
with fondness and appreciation for their contributions

to the AKC, the dog fancy, and pure-bred dogs.
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